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Letter from the Editors 
 

 

It is our pleasure to welcome you to the eighth volume of Mapping Politics. We are grateful to 

have had the opportunity to contribute to the journal, the Political Science Department, and to the 

University. The students and faculty members of Memorial University have added great value to 

our lives during our own studies, and editing this journal has allowed us to give something back. 

The eighth volume once again highlights the incredible scholarship of the students. This 

volume’s articles cover a diverse range of topics and issues, but more importantly are presented 

from a diverse set of viewpoints. The papers cover a wide range of contemporary topics and 

contribute to important conversations. The high quality of research and writing published in this 

volume once again reflects the high quality of Memorial University’s students. 

This has been a busy and significant year for the journal. We are pleased to be publishing 

15 articles, book reviews and conference papers over three issues. This is the largest volume of 

work that the journal has published since it began in 2009. This is our annual issue with a focus 

on political science and cognate fields of research. The second issue presents interdisciplinary 

work on the topic of food and is presented as a thematic special issue to celebrate HSS on Food, a 

year-long focus within the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science at Memorial during the 2016-

2017 academic year. Finally, we are pleased to publish the proceedings of the Changing Political 

Landscapes conference organized by students in the Department of Political Science, Memorial 

University on April 7, 2017. The special issue on food and the conference proceedings will be 

published in late 2017 or early 2018. 

Mapping Politics has also changed its governing structure this year to include an Editorial 

Board which provides oversight and accountability to the journal. Under a new constitution, this 

group of volunteers will select the Co-Editors for future volumes and is responsible for approving 

changes to the journal’s policies. We are grateful to the Board members for volunteering their time 

to support the journal. 

We would also like to thank the incredible team members that have contributed to the 

eighth volume. Each article published in this journal is subject to a double-blind peer review, a 

process which requires considerable time and effort from the reviewers. Our reviewers provided 

valuable feedback and insight to both the authors and to us editors, and deserve a great deal of the 

praise for this publication. This volume was also helped largely by a team of copy-editors, 

proofreaders, and a layout editor who are responsible for this final product. 

Finally, we would like to thank the members of the Department of Political Science for 

continuing to support and contribute to Mapping Politics. Our thanks to Dr. Mehmet Caman for 

allowing us to use his peer-review template. Also, Dr. Russell Williams, the journal’s faculty 

advisor, who supported the work of the journal over the year including many conversations about 

the reforms to the journal. And to all the other faculty members who contributed by encouraging 

students to submit their work or by providing feedback and advice. 

 

 

MYLES EVANS & JASON D. WATERS
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About the Journal 

 
Mapping Politics accepts submissions in all areas of political science and related fields from 

undergraduate and master’s students at universities throughout Canada. This student led journal is 

hosted by the Department of Political Science at Memorial University of Newfoundland in St. 

John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

Volume 8 

 

Co-Editors 

MYLES EVANS completed a B.A. in political science and a B.Comm. with a concentration in in 

accounting at Memorial University. He is a Chartered Professional Accountant with KPMG in 

St. John’s. His research interests include climate change policy and federal-provincial relations. 

 

JASON D. WATERS is a graduate student the Department of Political Science, Memorial University. 

His research is focused the political economy of food, with a particular interest in how alterative 

food economies strengthen community food security. Jason is also interested in food policy and 

municipal/regional governance. He is a past contributor to Mapping Politics and holds a B.A. 

(Hons) in political science from Memorial University. 

 

Review Panel 

AMY FRIEL is a writer and graduate of Memorial University with a B.A. in political science. Her 

work has been featured in both local and national newspapers, and has spanned subjects ranging 

from health and fitness to public policy and governance. She is currently working as a staff writer 

for iRun, a Toronto-based specialty running magazine. 

 

JACOB HENRY completed an M.A. in anthropology at Memorial University before moving to the 

University of Hawaii to pursue a Ph.D. in geography. He studies the intersection of teaching and 

tourism in the southern African country of Namibia as well as the politics of pedagogy and 

language. 

 

QUINTIN HOLBERT is a graduate of Memorial University of Newfoundland with a Bachelor of 

Arts (Honours) in history. He specializes in British military history with a geographic focus on 

Africa, and has published several academic book reviews, magazine articles, and newspaper 

articles on the topic. He is currently completing a funded Masters of Arts at the University of 

Calgary under Dr. Timothy Stapleton.  

 

LAURA O’BRIEN is a graduate student in the Department of Political Science at Memorial 

University. Her research is interested in labour and applies feminist theories of care to childcare 

and waste management policies in search of emancipatory policy futures. Laura is also interested 

in community development, particularly through poverty reduction and the empowerment of 

marginalized communities. 
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STEVEN SUTHERLAND is a graduate student at Memorial University in the Department of Political 

Science. His is currently working on his thesis, which studies the use of football (soccer) as a tool 

used by New Labour to develop its Third Way ideology in Britain. His research interests include 

public policy, political economy, and identity politics all within a sporting scope. In his limited 

spare time he is an avid soccer fan and player. 

 

 

Faculty Advisor 

DR. RUSSELL WILLIAMS is an Associate Professor and Head of the Department of Political Science 

at Memorial University. His research focuses on the intersection between international political 

economy and public policy in the areas of financial services regulation, the management of trade 

disputes, and climate change policy. He has numerous publications, including articles in the 

Journal of Public Policy, Review of Policy Research, the International Journal of Public Sector 

Management, Canadian Foreign Policy, Global Social Policy and the American Review of 

Canadian Studies. 
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